This series provides training to health care professionals with a comprehensive 6-hour CEU Dementia Care Course. Each session consists of 3 hours. Sign up at least 1 week prior to the date to reserve a seat. Appropriate for family member currently caring for a loved one. CNA’s and Student CNA scholarship provided through Weingart-Price Funding must show CNA license or Student ID.

**Instructor**
Sue Kopczynski, MSW

**Class One**
**February 6**
What is Normal Aging & Dementia?
Family Coping & Communications

**Class Two**
**February 20**
Managing Behavior, Interaction Techniques, Physical Care, Environmental needs

OBJECTIVES: Student will understand dementia, normal aging, understand the family system & communications management of behavior, create a successful environment

**Registration**
1-800-736-6674

BRN Provider #CEP9035, BBS Provider #CE646, RCFE Provider#100028-740-2

Participants are admitted without regard to age, race or country of origin and the School does not discriminate on the basis of disability in employment or in the admission and access to its programs or activities. PLEASE NOTIFY IF YOU NEED SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS IN ORDER TO ATTEND TRAINING. Please call for location of class as it may move around the county.

Approval has been granted as a California Post-secondary/Vocational School: #3708011M and #3712311B

**February 6 & 20**
1PM-4PM
At
Fredericka Manor Care Center
183 3rd Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 91910
Light refreshments will be provided.

Presented by
The George G. Glenner Alzheimer’s Family Centers, Inc.

and

Fredericka Manor CARE CENTER